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The first trimester of 2019 was not only marked by a great amount of macroeconomic and

political events but also by the release of PMC’s website, the onboarding of two new members

to PMC’s team and also by the debut of the series “Fridays with…”, the monthly event

organized by PMC at Santander Money Club, Nova SBE.

“Fridays with…” was meant to be the continuation of Nova SBE’s academic curriculum on

financial markets and, in accordance, several speakers have been invited to lecture in this series

of events where the most varied topics were, and will be, discussed.

Moreover, and in order to keep achieving the extra-mile, Portfolio Management Club created a

Portfolio Management & Backtesting team where quantitative strategies are to be analysed, and

performance and risk metrics will be standardized so that the general public is better equipped

to scrutinize the club’s asset management activities.

As co-Heads of the club, we would like to invite you to closely follow PMC’s job and

performance at www.pmc-novasbe.com, and also to assure Nova community and external

followers that Portfolio Management Club will continue to develop and innovate and be the

reference on-campus in terms of the Asset Management discipline.

“Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower.”

-Steve Jobs

Foreword Miguel Pardal 

Afonso

Francisco 

Afonso

March 2019

Tiago Costa

http://www.pmc-novasbe.com/
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Macro Overview

Beatriz Antunes

Top Headlines

Equities have enjoyed a dramatic V-shaped

recovery from December’s mayhem, posting their

best start to a year in almost three decades.

In the wake of the ongoing trade war between

China and the United States, the US trade deficit

soared to $621bn last year, its highest level in a

decade. The nation trade gap rose by 18.8% in

December to $59.8bn with the Trump

administration – who has sharply increased tariffs

even further as tension between Washington and

Beijing escalates. On the other hand, the strong

dollar contributed to the growth of American

imports.

The Euro area started the year with a decline in

headline inflation that was larger than anticipated

by many analysts.

The last couple of months were noticeable by the

longest US government shutdown in history,

that lasted for 35 days. The shutdown stemmed

from an impasse over Trump’s demand for 5.7

billion in federal funds for a US-Mexico border

wall.

Economic growth has slowed during the fourth

quarter to 2.6% year-on-year. US consumer

spending took a hit in January and inflation

remained unresponsive, reinforcing the Federal

Reserve’s decision to exercise patience towards

potential interest rate rises, naming foreign and

domestic threats to economic growth.

Oil price volatility weighs heavily on energy

investors. Volatility has come into sharper focus

as a result of significant market changes, led by the

shorter development cycle of shale, the increased

dominance from OPEC’s partnership with Russia

and other producers, and the growing willingness

of the US to impose energy sanctions to meet its

foreign policy goals. The outcome has been oil

price swings that have unsettled investors.

IMF released revised forecasts for 2019 and 2020

with many advanced economies predicted to see

reduced growth in 2019 in exception of Japan.

By the beginning of March, the sterling is holding

around the seven-month high. The pound is up

1.7 per cent, back above $1.33, since Theresa May

outlined the voting options MPs will have on the

terms of the UK’s departure from the EU. Over

the same time, the sterling has strengthened by 1.2

per cent against the euro. (Data from 28th of

February).

Moreover, expectations of a US recessing

appear to be loaming. Economists expect a

recession in the US by the end of 2020 or 2021.

In more recent news, and after two year of

discouraging the eurozone of its quantitative easing

policies, the European Central Bank abruptly

reversed course by reviving a crisis-era stimulus

program, a sign of rising concern over the

region’s faltering economy. The ECB has made a

U-turn by making a fresh offer of cheap loans to

eurozone banks, which was coupled with a signal it

would keep interest rates at historic lows until next

year. They have also downgraded projections for

the eurozone’s gross domestic product growth as

well as inflation forecasts.

This policy, aimed at keeping credit conditions

loose, should help to contain any upward pressure

on Italian government bond yields. Indeed, the

Italian 10-year yield dropped below 2.50 per

cent, a level previously hit in July. So, the ECB is

narrowing the spread between German Bunds and

Italian BTPs — which at one point touched a six-

month low.

As a response to the ECB announcement that was

more dovish than expected, the euro was

knocked, and the US dollar was heading towards

a nearly four-month high, on the 7th of March.

March 2019
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Corporate Overview

Gabriele Gatti

Top Headlines

Alstom – Siemens the planned mega deal of

the two rail giants has been stop in February

by the EU’s competition enforcer. The

decision opened an animated discussion on the

strict antitrust rules, accused of hindering the

creation of European a giant to compete with

Chinese colossus, which could be soon revised

after May’s election.

Deutsche bank - Commerzbank the two

troubled banks, which spend the last years in

removing toxic assets from their balance

sheet, have been rumored for long time on a

possible merger to revive their destinies, now

the idea of a German national champion is

gaining traction between policymakers and

corporation.

Wirecard AG went through a troublesome

February, the German regulator banned short

selling of the electronic payment firm after a

sharp fell of 38%, following the revelation of

Accounting Scandals and a raid in the offices

of Singapore police.

Amazon drop its plan of opening satellite

headquarters in New York after a growing

opposition to its plan. The company does not

intend to reopen a replacement search process

but will spread the jobs they planned to locate

in the Queens area around other Amazon

facilities.

Morgan Stanley in February paid $900m for

Solium Capital, a Canadian stock plans

administrator. The move allows the US bank

to access to the technology developed by

Solium and entering heavily in the run to

manage the future millennial millionaires.

Honda and Nissan decided to shut down their

factory in Swindon and Sunderland, joining

the increasing club of companies moving the

production from UK as the deadline for Brexit

of 29th March approaches.

Airbnb completed the acquisition of

HotelTonight, a last-minute hotel booking

platform, for an undisclosed sum. During the

last founding round in 2017 the company was

valuated at $463m. Airbnb is reported to

working on an IPO by the next two years.

Airbus grounded the bold A380 project after

Emirates drastically cut its order. The decision

mark the end of jumbo jet era, since airlines

want midsized aircraft that are cheap to fly

and easy to deploy.

Goldman Sachs ease the dress code policy

firmwide, leaving to their employee the

decision to dress in a manner that is consistent

with their clients’ “expectation” adapting to

the societal change, rather than Wall Street

one.

March 2019

Equities

Price ∆3M  (%) 

S&P 500 2834,4 14,02%

STOXX 50 3117,01 13,13%

FTSE 100 7279,19 8,09%

Nikkei 225 21205,81 5,95%

VIX 13,71 -51,62%

Bonds

Yield ∆3M (%) 

US 1Y 2,403 -7,83%

US 10Y 2,407 -9,28%

GER 10Y -0,068 -1,42%

UK 10Y 0,997 -17,5%

JAPAN 10Y -0,091 -148,65%

Currencies

Quote ∆3M (%) 

EUR/USD 1,1217 -2,14%

GBP/USD 1,3031 2,20%

EUR/GBP 0,7094 0,60%

USD/JPY 110,84 1,03%

USD/CAD 1,3344 2,15%

Data as of 31/03/2018
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Economic Agenda

Key Takeaways

The US economic rebound lost some strength in this last quarter of 2018, US GDP grew at

annualised rate of 2.6% (comparing with 3,6% of the third quarter). Some of the reasons given for

this deceleration were the residential investment shrank and the consumers reined in spending

growth. The US consumer spending also slowed down in the fourth quarter of 2018, grew at an

annual rate of 2.8 per cent , which was slower than the 3,5% in the third quarter. Already in

January 2019, US consumer spending took a knock and the inflation remained slow, what helped

the Federal Reserve to take the decision to shelve prior plans for additional rates rise, which

contributed to the market to have one of the strongest recoveries of the decade. For the future, the

political uncertainty and the possibility of a renewed escalation of trade disputes are still two risk

for the American economy. Yet, a failure to reach a budget deal this year may cause several

restrictions on public spending which may have implications in the US economic growth.

Eurozone is in course to slow even further in 2019. In the last quarter of 2018 GDP grew only

1,2%. Which reflects a GDP growth slow down in 2018 when comparing to 2017. The new

forecasts show expected growth to Eurozone of 1,1% in 2019, against the 1,7% of the last

forecasts. Moreover, inflation is expected to be 1,2%, down from an earlier forecast of 1,6%.

Given the aforementioned and the result of some signs of economic deceleration in the euro zone,

European Central Bank announced on the 7th of March that interest rates will not suffer any hikes

in 2019. BCE also the revival of fresh stimulus, giving cheap loans to banks, trying to revitalize

the economy. Some factors that contributed for these new projections and should be on table in

the next months are: the expected economic recession in Italy, the low investment prospects in

euro zone , and the UK's imminent departure from the EU (Brexit).

Henrique Simão

March 2019

February and March

Date Country Event Month Estimate Actual Prior

02/01/2019 Eurozone CPI YoY Jan P 1,4% 1,4% 1,6%

02/01/2019 USA Unemployment Rate Jan 3,9% 4,0% 3,9%

02/01/2019 USA ISM Manufacturing PMI Jan 54,2 56,6 54,3

02/13/2019 USA Core CPI MoM Jan 0,2% 0,2% 0,2%

02/22/2019 Eurozone CPI YoY Jan 1,4% 1,4% 1,5%

02/26/2019 USA CB Consumer Confidence Feb 124,7 131,4 121,7

02/27/2019 China Manufacturing PMI Feb 49,5 49,2 49,5

02/28/2019 USA GDP QoQ Q4 P 2,6% 2,6% 3,4%

03/01/2019 Eurozone CPI YoY Feb P 1,5% 1,5% 1,4%

03/01/2019 USA ISM Manufacturing PMI Feb 55,5 54,2 56.6

03/08/2019 USA Unemployment Rate Feb 3,9% 3,8% 4,0%
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Key Metrics

Daily returns from one year historical performance were used

Portfolio Management Club December 2018

Fund Overview

5

Overview

After a dreadful end to 2018, equity markets saw a welcoming uplift in

the first quarter of the present year, which was led by a combination of

improvements in the US-China trade situation and a considerably more

dovish stance from the US Federal Reserve.

The Club’s Portfolio followed the trend and managed to outperform the

benchmark. Over the last 3 months, our fund had a return of 10,96%,

beating the benchmark by 0,69%.

During the past quarter four positions were closed: Salesforce,

BlackRock, and AES Corporation, with positive returns that beat the

benchmark. Our long position in CME Group was closed as well, with a -

15,06% performance. In March, the club voted to buy Cigna.

Expectations for the second quarter are similar to those of the first

quarter. Political instability in Europe and South America and the on-

going trade war between the US and China, amongst other concerning

issues, are the main drivers for investors’ concern and confidence.

*Data as of 28/03/2019

Quarterly Return 10,96%

Quarterly St. Dev. -18,2%

Annualized Return 5,82%

Annualized St. Dev. 11,8%

Sharpe Ratio (Info) 0,49

Sortino Ratio 0,65

Skew 0

Kurtosis 3,57

*The Benchmark comprises a mix of 70% S&P 500 and 30% Bloomberg 
Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index

Quarterly Performance

Tomás Pacheco
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Top  Holdings

NAME TICKER DESCRIPTION

Royal 

Caribbean 

Cruises Ltd

RCL The second largest cruise company in the world, with a 50% share of German TUI

Cruises as well as 49% in Spanish Pullmantur and 36% in Chinese SkySea Cruises. The

company is operating worldwide and serves customers in 540 destinations on all seven

continents. RCL is well known for its giant cruise ships.

CME Group 

Inc.

CME CME Group Inc. operates a derivatives exchange that trades futures contracts and

options on futures, interest rates, stock indexes, foreign exchange, and commodities. The

Company brings together buyers and sellers of derivatives products on its trading floors,

electronic trading platform, and through privately negotiated transactions that it clears.

Pacific Gas 

and Electric 

Company

PCG Pacific Gas and Electric Company is one of the largest combined natural gas and electric

energy companies in the United States. PCG engages in the sale and delivery of

electricity and natural gas to residential, commercial, industrial, and agricultural

customers in Northern and Central California, the United States, being headquartered in

San Francisco. PCG provides service to approximately 16 million people throughout a

181 299.2 km2 area.

Medtronic MDT Medtronic develops therapeutic and diagnostic medical products. The Company's

principal products include those for bradycardia pacing, tachyarrhythmia management,

atrial fibrillation management, heart failure management, heart valve replacement,

malignant and non-malignant pain, and movement disorders. Medtronic's products are

sold worldwide.

Cigna CI Global health service company that provides insurance and related products and services

internationally to over 95 million customers, being a major player in the insurance

market in the United States. Cigna recently acquired Express Scripts which provides

integrated pharmacy benefit management services, distributes a full range of

biopharmaceutical products and provides extensive cost-management and patient-care

services.

CLOSED POSITIONS

BlackRock BLK BlackRock, Inc. is a publicly owned investment manager that manages separate client-

focused equity, fixed income, and balanced portfolios. The position was closed on the

19th of February, with a 18,25% performance over the entry price of $159.87 in the 12th

December and a spread of 18,07% versus the market

Salesforce CRM Salesforce.com provides cloud computing application software across various segments,

including customer relationship management (CRM), customer service, commerce,

analytics, internet of things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), and professional services.

The position was closed in February 19th, reaching a 9,76% profit over the entry price of

$391.82 (entry in 13th December) and a spread of 6,37% against the market.

The AES 

Corporation

AES The AES Corporation is a holding company. The Company, through its subsidiaries and

affiliates, operates a diversified portfolio of electricity generation and distribution

businesses. In 2018, AES acquired the subsidiary Power (largest private owner of

operating solar assets in the United States). The position was closed on the 22nd of

February, with a 12,98% performance above the entry price of $15.52 in December 12th

and a spread against the market of 11,27%

March 2019

Joana Oliveira
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Asset Analysis: PCG

Description

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) is an American utility based in San Francisco that

provides natural gas and electricity to approximately 16 million people in California. All energy

companies in the state are regulated by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC).

Macro Analysis

The utilities sector is receiving a lot of pressure to turn to clean

energy alternatives. Specifically, former California Governor Jerry

Brown issued a mandate with the objective of zero-emissions for the

state by 2045 with threshold requirements in the intermediate years.

Another observable trend that goes hand in hand with these

initiatives is a change in the perspective of technology in the

industry. The realized value from advances in smart-grid

technologies and multiple service batteries is awaking utilities to the

fact that they must transition from being technology recipients to a

position where they will spearhead technology design and

development in order to remain competitive. The end result being

that companies may shift their R&D components from a niche

activity to being a part of their core strategy.

Company Overview

PG&E was incorporated in 1905 after the

consolidation of its predecessor gas companies and

today employs approximately 24,000 people. Its 16

million customers are served by a 70,000-square-

mile service area in Northern and Central

California. The company records 5.4 million electric

customer accounts and 4.3 million natural gas

accounts.

Data as of 07/03/2019

Daniel Soares

March 2019

Ticker  PCG

Current Price  $19.39

52w High  $49.42

52w Low $5.07

Change YTD  -20.67%

Mkt Cap 9.94B

EPS $4

Beta 0.60

The company filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection for the second time in its history on

January 29th of this year. The choice to file was made in light of massive potential liabilities

from wildfires that caused a flood of lawsuit claims against the company. While the

reorganization process is to be worked out in a courtroom, service to customers has remained

uninterrupted. In the meantime, the company’s focus is on catching up to compliance standards

with safety protocols proposed by its probationary judge through measures such as tree

trimming.
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Multiples Valuation

PG&E appears to be priced at a discount when compared to its

peers such as Edison International. The company exhibits lower

P/E, P/B, and EV/EBITDA ratios. The disparity between the

PER and PEG can be explained by the pessimistic outlook on

the company’s growth potential relative to its peers. The

elevated D/E demonstrates an increased credit risk and may be

due to the company securing $5.5 billion of debtor-in-possession

financing for its bankruptcy process.

Analysts’ expectations vary immensely with a target low of $7

and a high of $33. The median target lies at $17.25 which is

~11% lower than the current price

Risk Factors

The trend of worsening climate change leading to severe weather catastrophes is the industry’s

biggest threat. In 2017 and 2018, two consecutive record-breaking wildfires blazed much of

PG&E’s territory. A tragedy that was then compounded by California’s unique Inverse

Condemnation laws which hold the utility company responsible for any damage caused by its

equipment even if proper maintenance was performed. Analysts estimate that the company

could face up to $30 billion in potential liabilities if found guilty for sparking the fires. Another

risk roots from the nature of the industry which requires the CPUC to approve rate rises for

customers in official proceedings. This additional bureaucratic step could potentially bind the

company’s hands from passing on its liability costs to customers in the future.

Another risk roots from the nature of the industry which requires the CPUC to approve rate

rises for customers in official proceedings. This additional bureaucratic step could potentially

bind the company’s hands from passing on its liability costs to customers in the future.

Asset Analysis: PCG

Daniel Soares

March 2019

Multiples PEERS

PER 21.33

PEG 4.16

P/B 2.19

ROA 2.42%

EV/EBITDA 10.57

D/E 130.76%

-9.43%

4.58

PG&E

170.46%

4.71

6.88

0.77

D

2

11

2

Rating/Recommendations

Rating

Buy	Recommendations

Hold	Recommendations

Sell	Recommendations

Financials

Pacific Gas & Electric Company’s profits depend on a process

elaborated with the CPUC called decoupling. This means that

the company’s profits do not depend on how much energy it

sells.

The company’s weighted average rate base is projected to

grow steadily in the next couple of years with a CAGR

between 7 - 8.5%. This figure will ultimately depend on

numerous factors such as wildfire mitigation investments,

future transport electrification, and future storage

opportunities.

PG&E Corporation has suspended its quarterly dividends on common stock since the fourth

quarter of 2017 due to uncertainty regarding liabilities from the October 2017 wildfires.
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IPO Analysis

9

Super League Gaming

March 2019

Diogo Camacho

Brief description

Super League Gaming is a platform for amateur gamers to play competitively. It organizes local

and national competitions in the USA, currently with 4 well-known gaming platforms. Its

business model relies on sign-up fees and selling of merchandising, with a base of clients that

are not only the participants of these tournaments but also spectators of the competitions via

"Super League TV".

The numbers

Super League Gaming has operated at a loss in both 2016 and 2017 with -$12.3M and -$14.9M

in net income respectively. It has issued in August 2018 $13M convertible debt at a rate of 9%

which would mature after the closing of its IPO.

It plans to use the proceed for both investment in working capital and boosting its sales through

marketing and product development.

Why do we like it?

Super League Gaming comes across as a diversified stock itself. If properly managed, it will be

exposed to the whole gaming industry, and the risk of one game becoming unpopular is removed

by having multiple platforms in which the most popular games are played.

Peer performance

Currently there are few peers that can be compared to Super League Gaming. As such, we've

looked into the performance of the overall gaming industry in the stock market.

SP500 Casinos&Gaming is the sub index we've analysed, and its performance is very volatile. It

ended 2018 with -34.63% return, but is starting 2019, with returns for January being 24%,

showing evidence of potential growth in this industry which Super League Gaming will

definitely benefit from.

Risks

There is a risk that Super League Gaming isn't able to boost its revenue and compensate its

losses from past years, and lose out on tax exemption from accounting losses carry. With limited

operating history, it is hard to identify whether it may sustain much longer operations at a loss.

Predictions are that its operations combined with IPO share issuance will guarantee operations

for the coming 12 months. One will have to wait and see if the number of events and registered

players will increase after their IPO.

TICKER SLGG

IPO DATE 28th February 2019
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Opinion

The rise of passive investing and its impact in discretionary 

investment management

Created by Charles H. Dow, a finance

journalist, in 1896, the first ever index

was the Dow Jones Industrial Average.

At the time, only consisting of 12 stocks

and having its price calculated by

manually adding up stock prices and

diving by the number of stocks.

Although it started as a reflection of a

particular market and continues to give

us a “sense” of how well the market is

doing, it is seen now as a strategy for

investors to allocate their capital and a

forward looking suggestion as to where

capital is deviating towards.

Now, more than 100 years later there are

more indices than individual stocks. But

the truth is that the main benefit of

indices was helping to solve the Agency

problem, by making investors ask if

they were making the most out of their

money, if they were getting a good

value by paying an active manager or if

they could achieve similar returns more

cheaply. Furthermore, passive exposure

to equities and bonds have been good

for not only return perspective but the

fairly recent idea of diversification of

portfolios.

Faith in passive investment is based on

the inverse relationship between stocks

and treasuries but the truth is that the

recent market behaviour is unusual.

Bond and stocks historically have not

been negatively correlated. We can

observe that if we go back to 1870’s and

early 1900’s. Would the story reverse

when markets return to their normal

behaviour? Or will we continue to

believe in the unrealistic idea that low

volatility, interests and inflation will

sustain and the US market will continue

to grow indefinitely?

Indexes changes how we look at active

management - with smart beta becoming

increasingly cheap and managers not

being able to charge anymore for returns

that indices can deliver, investors can

stop to to ask themselves what they truly

want from their service which, for the

most part, it about securing basic needs

such as retirement, health care and

education.

The idea of charging for Beta has been

already debunked and there has been a

rise in the popularity of Smart Beta as a

way to achieve Alpha. Although there is

a wide consensus around the absurdly

high fees charged, there should be less

focus on headline management fees or

whether they deliver a return above that

of an index, but an assessment based on

their returns net of fees and whether

there is idiosyncratic return stream

delivery - which essentially comes back

to the point of assessing how much value

your manager delivers.

So the question is: Where and why do

fund managers fail?

The answer may lie on the idea that not

only the size but the number of stocks

being managed grow as funds succeed -

if we combine all mutual funds, we can

see that they control most of the stock

market, hence, their performance will be

similar to the indexes that track the

whole market but have zero fees. Also,

fund managers have their own money in

the fund as 97% of fund managers have

at least 1M of their own money invested

which can lead to biased decision

making.

Ana Bárbara 

Simões

March 2019
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Opinion

Besides that, the investment approach

used also impacts the performance, as

some managers use “Value” rather than

an analysis based on past, present and

future financial results and

performance. Furthermore, under or

out performance may be a mere result

of luck as stock picking can prove to

be extremely complex and comprising

an infinite number of factors that can

impact the performance of the chosen

assets, resulting in inconsistent results.

Of course, there is a need to

acknowledge how hard it is to beat the

market, but clients over the long-run

would expected their trusted fund

managers to deliver above average

results.

The truth is that although the market

has been in a boom, over the last 10

years 87.5% of US equity funds

underperformed their benchmarks. As

one can see in the graph, showing the

percentage of American funds that

consistently deliver distinctive results -

take the best 25% equity mutual funds

and trace them only two years later and

you will see that only 4.1%, 0.5% and

0.3% remain on the top in the

following years.

A final open question for judgement to

be asked and from which I will

opinionated is: “Where can one justify

the choice of allocation of capital to

their fund in comparison to a zero fee

bundle of stocks that consistently beat

the market?”

The value lies on the investment in more

complex and new markets on the rise

such as the emerging markets where

information is limited; or bond funds

where the S&P fails to deliver consistent

above average performance in municipal,

investment-grade and mortgage debt.

In sum, it will be interesting to see what

the future holds for active fund managers

with the rise of mathematical finance

based tools to perform the market and

transparency leading to a fading of

asymmetry of information resulting in an

increased pressure to deliver

idiosyncratic premium value.

March 2019

The rise of passive investing and its impact in discretionary 

investment management
Ana Bárbara 

Simões
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Opinion

Blockchain : Can it re-shape our lives?

Blockchain, also called a shared ledger

or distributed ledger technology, has

been catching the eyes of investors and

entrepreneurs lately. Some are

questioning its possible applications,

others very optimistic about its

potential while a considerable segment

linking it to Bitcoin, being sceptical

about its sustainability. Regardless of

the side you tend to agree with,

knowing and acknowledging the

growth and the development of the

technology is inevitable.

The underlying technology,

Blockchain, uses distributed records,

rather than centralised records; this

allows many businesses to use it for

various aims such as a higher level of

security and more efficient operations.

The idea might sound abstract, but the

technology is already taking shape and

becoming a building block in many

start-ups and businesses. With some

real examples, one can visualize how

this technology can create a business

opportunity and eventually a revenue

stream for an enterprise.

To start with, WePower, a start-up

based in Lithuania with the goal of

facilitating and changing the way

renewable-energy projects are paid for.

They intend to help renewable energy

developers raise money by selling the

rights to the electricity produced by

their plants. This occurs through a

smart contract, running on Ethereum’s

blockchain. Customers buy the

contract today and exercise it to

receive the electricity once the plants

produce energy.

The same process is carried out by big

energy users without the use of

Blockchain; they negotiate the contracts

with power stations which ends up being

a time consuming and complex

experience. Contracts stored on a

blockchain could be offered off the shelf,

opening doors for smaller companies and

maybe individuals to benefit from them.

What is also interesting is that such

contracts could be tradable - a secondary

market would be created for power

agreements.

As it is perceived as a disruptive

technology, blockchain start-ups have

raised more than $1.3bn of venture

capital funding, only in the first five

months of 2018. It has also gained

attraction from consulting firms such as

Accenture and PwC offering solutions

and consulting their clients on the new

technology. Another large institution,

Santander, estimates that adopting

blockchain technologies could save the

finance industry $20bn a year in back-

office costs.

LegalThings is a company utilizes

blockchain technology to eliminate pain

points that are associated with the

drafting of Real Estate Agreements;

when a document is signed, the event is

automatically secured on the blockchain,

a private one available to limited users.

Proving which documents where signed

by who has become an easy task, thanks

to the technology.

Blockchain technologies can also

enhance efficiency of supply chains,

allowing for better information sharing

processes between different actors
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While in the finance industry, Finastra

developed Fusion LenderrComm,

which aims to streamline the

syndicated-lending business in which

groups of banks provide large credit

loans for infrastructure projects. This

enables the banks’ individual systems

to be connected, with a consistent view

over the granted loans across agents

and lenders. Governments and Central

banks are also studying the possible

applications; the Monetary Authority

of Singapore and the Bank of Canada

are collaborating to improve

international payments. The

government of UAE is also

considering depending on blockchain

for its services; required

documentation, such as visa

applications, bill payments and license

renewals, which account for over 100

million documents each year, will be

transacted digitally under the newly

proposed strategy.

There are features of blockchain that

might not be very clear to anyone but

tech enthusiasts.

First, businesses can have a private or

permissioned blockchain, meaning that it

does not have to enable the public to

access it, unlike blockchains of Bitcoin

and Ethereum which are public and open

for anyone to inspect, due to the

ideological motivations behind both

initiatives. The second feature is that,

entries in a standard blockchain, once

created, cannot be changed. This can be a

threat especially with the data-protection

regulations where individuals have the

right to ask for their data to be deleted.

Accenture has developed a mutable

blockchain in which some of the entries

can be modified, leaving a digital mark

or “scar” indicating the changes.

All in all, it could be the right time to

comfortably say that the technology has

useful, proven and successful

applications. However, the advantages

could be oversold because other

applications have proven to not be of any

benefit. Thus, it is as important to take

step back and invest in the right teams

who offer real solutions.
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DISCLAIMER. This document is based on publicly available information and retrieved from sources deemed trustworthy. Portfolio Management

Club does not assume any responsibility for the full correction of the information provided, and the information here provided should not be

interpreted as an indicator that any results will be achieved. We forewarn that the previous performance of a security is not a guarantee of identical

performance in the future. Changes in exchange rates of securities denominated in a currency different from that of the investor may lead to a negative

impact on the value, price, or return of such securities. Portfolio Management Club currently has investments subject to alterations in several of the

securities mentioned in this report. This document is not a sale proposal, nor a purchase solicitation for the subscription of any securities. The analysts

of Portfolio Management Club do not receive any kind of compensation in the scope of the regular carrying out of their analysis, which reflect strictly

personal opinions. There isn’t a predefined coverage policy in regards to the selection of stocks that are subject to investment recommendations.

Thank you!

We appreciate your reading and hope you enjoyed our newsletter. If you have any question or

suggestion regarding the newsletter or the club, feel free to contact us by sending an e-mail to

portfoliomanagementclub@novasbe.pt, we will be more than happy to hear from you. In the

meanwhile, we invite you to meet our team:

Board

Francisco Afonso | Miguel Pardal Afonso | Tiago Costa

Financials’ Division

Daniel Soares (Head) | Ana Bárbara Simões | Frederico Jesus | João Ramos

Tech & Telecoms’ Division

Diogo Camacho (Head) | Catarina Sá | Gonçalo Assis | Henrique Simão

Consumers and Materials’ Divisions

Francisco Rodrigues (Head) | Edgar Pon | Filipe Rodrigues | Luís Correia

Energy and Industrials’ Division

Diogo Moreira (Head) | Johannes Tauchert | Leonor Santos | Tomás Tavares

Healthcare & Utilities’ Division

Joana Oliveira (Head) | Gabriele Gatti | Madalena Maia | Rui Santos

Backtesting and Portfolio Management Team

Diego Bonelli | Diogo Moreira | Francisco Afonso | Miguel Pardal Afonso | Tiago Costa

Corporate and Academic Partners
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